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PROPERTY LAW—HORROR, INC. V. MILLER: THE
LURKING, UNDERLYING WORK BENEATH CRYSTAL LAKE!
Kenneth Stratton*
Horror, Inc. v. Miller highlights the tension in copyright law
between authors and their grantees. In its decision, the District
Court for the District of Connecticut found that screenwriter
Victor Miller recaptured his Friday the 13th screenplay by
exercising his termination rights. However, the end of the
court’s opinion suggested film production company Horror,
Inc. may have a claim to the hockey-masked “adult Jason”
present in later films. This sets up a conflict between an author
seeking to recapture the works they created and grantees who
developed sequels based on that work. So, who controls Jason
Voorhees?
This Note argues, per the Copyright Act and Supreme Court
precedent, that Miller is entitled to a thin layer of copyright
protection for the works that originate from his Friday the 13th
screenplay, including the name “Jason Voorhees.” This Note
further argues that, consistent with the Copyright Act and case
law from federal circuits, Horror, Inc. may retain the rights to
the various images associated with the hockey-masked serial
killer it developed in the sequels. This finding would clearly
delineate the interests of both parties, fulfilling the Copyright
Act’s promise that authors may remedy unremunerative
* Candidate for J.D., Western New England University School of Law (2022); B.A.,
Western New England University (2019). I would like to thank my parents for supporting me
throughout my academic journey, and for never discouraging my love of monster movies. I
thank my brother, Joe, and sister, Clare, for watching all of the Friday the 13th movies with me.
A big thank you to Professor Timothy Webster for his feedback and support during this Notewriting process. I also want to thank all the other teachers, professors, and colleagues I have
had over the years who recognized my abilities and encouraged me to keep writing. Finally, I
want to thank the staff of the Western New England Law Review for all their hard work in
perfecting this piece.
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transfers, while grantees may continue to exploit their
independent contributions in derivative works.
Finally, this Note will conclude by suggesting that while both
parties have legitimate copyright interests, it would be in the
best interest of both parties to strike a deal, bringing Jason
Voorhees and his mask back together, and back to the big
screen. The solution the law comes to does not guarantee a new
hockey-masked Jason Voorhees blockbuster, especially if
Miller and Horror, Inc. part ways. Until the parties come
together, the future of the Friday the 13th franchise remains in
doubt.
INTRODUCTION
The hockey mask-wearing, machete-wielding, indestructible-yetdecaying movie monster known as Jason Voorhees has been making
audiences scream and unintentionally laugh for over forty years.1 Each
Friday the 13th film concludes with the killer apparently vanquished—
but the lure of box office and merchandising dollars always resurrect him.2
With so much money at stake, it is no surprise that when a copyright battle
over Friday the 13th broke out, all parties concerned were prepared to
fight.3 Jason Voorhees has terrorized Camp Crystal Lake,4 stalked
through Manhattan,5 and even flown into outer space,6 but in his next
adventure, he wound up in court.
In the case of Horror, Inc. v. Miller, the U.S. District Court for the
District of Connecticut ruled in favor of Victor Miller, screenwriter of the
original Friday the 13th.7 The court found Miller had successfully
terminated his grant of rights to production company, Horror, Inc.
(Horror), meaning he had successfully recaptured the copyright to the

1. FRIDAY THE 13TH (Georgetown Productions Inc. 1980) (The first film in the Friday
the 13th franchise, which introduced Jason Voorhees as a tormented figure whose drowning
cursed the grounds of Camp Crystal Lake).
2. See Tim Kelly, Jason’s Long Night at Camp Blood: Surveying the Independent
Copyrightability of Jason Voorhees in the Wake of Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 10 CYBARIS INTELL.
PROP. L. REV. 41, 59–61 (2019). The original Friday the 13th was budgeted for $500,000, but
spawned a twelve-film franchise, which has garnered $846,356,900, adjusted for inflation. Id.
The lucrative franchise also includes video games, action figures, and merchandising—like
hockey masks for Halloween. Id. at 61.
3. See generally Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15
F.4th 232 (2d Cir. 2021).
4. E.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
5. FRIDAY THE 13TH PART VIII: JASON TAKES MANHATTAN (Horror, Inc. 1989).
6. JASON X (New Line Cinema 2001).
7. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320–21.
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screenplay after granting control to Horror years earlier.8 However, much
like Jason Voorhees himself, even when Horror’s case seemed
vanquished, it was not.9 The court left the door open for a sequel by
suggesting that Horror may have a copyright claim to the hockey-masked
version of “adult Jason,” who is absent from the original film but
predominant in the later films.10
This Note takes the position that the court in Horror, Inc. v. Miller
was correct to find that Miller had successfully terminated his grant of
rights to Horror, recapturing his Friday the 13th screenplay.11 And, that
the court was also correct to acknowledge that Horror’s creative
contributions in the sequels may be worthy of copyright protection.12
However, the court did not delineate which aspects of the Friday the 13th
franchise each party enjoys, and this Note argues that the court was wrong
to suggest that Horror may claim the character named Jason Voorhees.13
This ruling leaves the franchise in limbo and threatens the author’s
right to recapture his creative work, as promised by the Copyright Act.
The Copyright Act of 1976 provides that authors should be allowed to
enjoy the benefits of their work recaptured after termination,14 while
derivative authors may only lay claim to the elements they independently
contributed.15 Horror, Inc. v. Miller presented an opportunity to reaffirm
this delineation and set guiding precedent for future derivative works
disputes.
Part I of this Note will discuss the background, beginning with an
overview of copyright’s origin story in the United States. This Part will
then discuss relevant provisions of the Copyright Act. Because the case
was ultimately appealed to the Second Circuit, Part I will also discuss that
court’s stance on termination rights and character copyrightability, before
concluding with the facts of Horror, Inc. v. Miller. Then, Part II will
explain the problem with the district court’s opinion in Horror, Inc. v.
8. Id. at 320.
9. See id.
10. Compare FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1 (introducing the mere legend of Jason
Voorhees as a tormented little boy whose drowning cursed the grounds of Camp Crystal Lake,
without presenting a clear physical appearance), with FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III (Jason
Productions 1982) (marking the first appearance of a living, adult Jason Voorhees sporting a
hockey mask while stalking and killing the inhabitants of Camp Crystal Lake).
11. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320–21.
12. Id. at 320.
13. See id. This Note acknowledges that the district court may have sidestepped this
delineation to avoid reversal on appeal. Delineation of interests was not a matter properly before
the court, so it may have left the matter alone to avoid the argument that the court overstepped
its bounds. The court was more focused on determining the validity of Miller’s termination, the
matter properly before the court.
14. See Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 203.
15. See id. § 103.
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Miller and the tension it creates between a grantee and the terminating
author.
Part III will make a twofold argument: (1) that Miller is entitled to
exploit the creative works that originate from his Friday the 13th
screenplay, while (2) Horror may exploit the famously grotesque hockeymasked serial killer they fleshed out over forty years of film.16 This Note
will explain that these protections for Miller and Horror are in line with
the spirit of the Copyright Act,17 and consistent with case law from the
Supreme Court and federal circuits.18 This Part will also briefly rebut
counterarguments each party may make in a “winner-take-all” claim: for
instance, that Horror should have a stake in Miller’s original work, or that
Miller should be able to control the derivative works as well.
Finally, Part IV will offer a solution to the problem. This Note will
urge both parties to bring their interests back together for the sake of the
Friday the 13th franchise, its fans, and themselves.
On appeal, the Second Circuit missed an opportunity to delineate
Miller’s rights to all copyrightable material in his original Friday the 13th
screenplay and Horror’s rights to their independent contributions in the
Friday the 13th sequels. But examining the facts of Horror, Inc. v. Miller
still presents an opportunity to clarify this delineation of rights—a
problem that has strangled the Copyright Act for about as long as Jason
Voorhees has been strangling teenagers at Camp Crystal Lake.19

16. Compare FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1 (where Miller was the sole developer
behind creative works present in the film), with e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10
(where Miller had no hand in making this film or any sequels). Compare FRIDAY THE 13TH,
supra note 1 (where the physical presence of Jason Voorhees is all-but absent from the film
because he is not the main antagonist), with FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10 (where
Jason Voorhees is the main antagonist, sporting a hockey mask for the first time).
17. See KURT M. SAUNDERS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW: LEGAL ASPECTS OF
INNOVATION AND COMPETITION 11–14 (West Academic 2016) (explaining that the Copyright
Act is meant to secure to authors, for a limited time, the exclusive right to exploit their creative
works). See generally Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (codified as
amended at 17 U.S.C. §§ 101–810, 1001–1205).
18. See Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 223 (1990) (explaining that the crux of copyright
law is originality; that upon termination, a terminating author recaptures the work they created,
while a derivative author retains protection for the works they created, independent of the
terminating author’s underlying work).
19. See Bryan Christopher, Interview: Larry Zerner Discusses Playing Shelly in Friday
the 13th Part III, Practicing Entertainment Law, and the Ongoing Friday the 13th Lawsuit,
DAILY DEAD (Jan. 25, 2021, 6:21 PM), https://dailydead.com/interview-larry-zerner-discussesplaying-shelly-in-friday-the-13th-part-iii-practicing-entertainment-law-and-the-ongoingfriday-the-13th-lawsuit/ [https://perma.cc/MG56-D7LK] (stating the Copyright Act went into
effect in 1978, and work began on Friday the 13th in 1979.). Larry Zerner, who currently
practices entertainment law, played the character responsible for giving Jason Voorhees his
hockey mask in Friday the 13th Part III. Id.
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I. ORIGIN STORY: THE HISTORY OF COPYRIGHT IN THE U.S. AND
THE FACTS OF HORROR, INC. V. MILLER
Copyright in the United States dates back to the country’s founding.20
It has expanded over time, recognizing the importance of new creative
works in American life.21 The film industry is of particular importance.22
However, there has long been tension between protecting the rights of
authors and incentivizing production companies to keep churning out
entertainment for the masses.23 This tension was addressed in the
Copyright Act,24 but as Horror, Inc. v. Miller demonstrates, despite the
attempt to settle the issue, “it’s alive!”25
This Part of the Note will provide an overview of copyright’s history
in the United States. The Note will then discuss provisions of the
Copyright Act relevant to Horror, Inc. v. Miller. Finally, the Second
Circuit’s stance on termination rights and character copyrightability will
be addressed, before exploring the details of Horror, Inc. v. Miller.
A. The History of Copyright
Article I, section 8, clause 8 of the U.S. Constitution provides that
Congress has the power to “promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors . . . the exclusive Right to
their respective Writings.”26 This period of exclusivity promises authors
that they alone control their work and reap its rewards.27 The rationale is
that if authors are promised protection and benefits for their work, they

20. See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
21. See Christina N. Gifford, Note, The Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act, 30
U. MEM. L. REV. 363, 386–87 (2000).
22.
See Domestic Box Office for 2019, BOX OFFICE MOJO (2019), https://
www.boxofficemojo.com/year/2019/ [https://perma.cc/DA8V-QZ8A] (demonstrating that
significant wealth is inherently influential). In 2019, the top ten movies at the domestic box
office together grossed over $4.4 billion dollars. See id.
23. See Gifford, supra note 21, at 381–82; see also Virginia E. Lohmann, Note, The
Errant Evolution of Termination of Transfer Rights and the Derivative Works Exception, 48
OHIO ST. L.J. 897, 898 (1987).
24. Compare Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 203 (allowing authors the opportunity
to remedy unremunerative transfers to film studios and producers by terminating their grant of
rights thirty-five years later), with Lohmann, supra note 23, at 912 (explaining that the
derivative works exception (Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103) was carved out as a
concession to film studios that wanted to retain control of the independent, copyrightable
elements they created in derivative works).
25. FRANKENSTEIN (Universal Pictures 1931). Frankenstein inspired Friday the 13th
Part VI: Jason Lives, which resurrected Jason by lightning. Friday the 13th Part VI: Jason
Lives (1986): Connections, IMDB, https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0091080/movieconnections/?ref_
=tt_trv_cnn [https://perma.cc/W6EC-3HC3].
26. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
27. See SAUNDERS, supra note 17.
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will be incentivized to continue creating works.28 The first federal
copyright statute was enacted in 1790.29 Congress would not significantly
revise copyright law until the Copyright Act of 1909 (1909 Act).30
The 1909 Act provided that authors would be protected for a term of
twenty-eight years, beginning from the moment of publication.31 Seeking
to strengthen protection for authors, the 1909 Act included renewal terms
for authors who had previously granted their rights to others.32 After the
initial twenty-eight-year term of grant expired, the work automatically
reverted from the grantee to the renewal claimant.33 This then gave the
claimant leverage in negotiating a new deal for use of the work during a
second twenty-eight-year term.34 Congress’ intent was clear:
It not infrequently happens that the author sells his copyright
outright to a publisher for a comparatively small sum. If the work
proves to be a great success and lives beyond the term of twenty-eight
years, the committee felt that it should be the exclusive right of the
author to take the renewal term, and the law should be framed as is the
existing law, so that he could not be deprived of that right.35

Thus, even before the boom of Hollywood, Congress wanted to
protect vulnerable authors.36 Renewal terms provided authors a second
chance to enjoy the benefits of their work, including the chance to make
more money through a renegotiated deal.37 However, this did not resolve
the tension between authors and grantees.38
28. See id. at 13–14.
29. Copyright Act of 1790, Pub. L. No. 1-15, 1 Stat. 124.
30. See Copyright Act of 1909, Pub. L. No. 60-349, 35 Stat. 1075, superseded by
Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (codified as amended at 17 U.S.C.
§§ 101–810, 1001–1205). The 1909 overhaul of copyright protection in the United States
allowed authors, for the first time, to terminate transfers of copyrights. 1900-1950,
COPYRIGHT.GOV: U.S. COPYRIGHT OFF., https://www.copyright.gov/timeline/timeline_19001950.html [https://perma.cc/P8TF-7F7N]. The 1909 Act would also protect creative works not
imagined in 1790, such as photography, and a few years later, protection was extended to motion
pictures. Id.; see also Copyright Act of 1790, Pub. L. No. 1-15, 1 Stat. 124.
31. Copyright Act of 1909 § 23.
32. See id.; see also Lohmann, supra note 23, at 899–900; Dori Ann Hanswirth, “I’ll Be
Back”: Termination Rights Under Section 203 of the Copyright Act, INTELL. PROP. MAG.,
July/Aug. 2012, at 59, 59–60.
33. § 23, 35 Stat. at 1084. The renewal claimant may be the author or the author’s heirs.
See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 899; see also Hanswirth, supra note 32, at 59.
34. Allison M. Scott, Oh Bother: Milne, Steinbeck, and an Emerging Circuit Split Over
the Alienability of Copyright Termination Rights, 14 J. INTELL. PROP. L. 357, 362 (2007).
35. Id. at 363 (alterations in original) (quoting H.R. REP. No. 60-2222, at 14 (1909)).
36. See id. at 357.
37. See id. at 363; see also Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder, 469 U.S. 153, 172–73 (1985)
(explaining that the idea of termination rights is to reward authors for their creativity, and to
remedy unremunerative transfers).
38. See Scott, supra note 34, at 363. Scott explains the procedural difficulties with the
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B. The Copyright Act of 1976
As the twentieth century roared on, intellectual property became more
central to the American economy.39 By the 1970s, video cassettes and
computers were among the emerging technologies threatening to
challenge the status quo of intellectual property.40 With intellectual
property so important to the American economy and culture, copyright
protections were overhauled with the Copyright Act.41 With the exception
of amendments made by the Copyright Term Extension Act, most notably
to duration of copyright,42 the Copyright Act as developed in 1976
remains the law.43
According to the Copyright Act, copyright protection applies to
original works of authorship.44 The Supreme Court has held that the
threshold for originality is low, requiring only a “slight amount” of
creativity.45 Even an arrangement of otherwise unprotectable elements
such as facts and ideas may be granted a thin layer of copyright protection
if arranged in a creative way.46 Copyright vests initially in the author or
authors of the original work,47 but the rights to the work can be
transferred.48 In the case of a work made for hire (a.k.a., employment),
the employer is considered the author for purposes of copyright
ownership.49
The Copyright Act defines a derivative work as “a work based upon
one or more preexisting works,50 such as a . . . motion picture
1909 Act, such as the affirmative act required by the author to renew their copyrights. Id.
Failure to act meant the author’s work would fall into the public domain. Id.; see also Gifford,
supra note 21, at 368. Gifford explains that critics, including Mark Twain, felt the 1909 Act
did not go far enough in protecting the interests of authors. Id. Twain, for example, called for
a term of life plus fifty years, as opposed to the 1909 Act’s two twenty-eight-year terms. Id.
39. +See Gifford, supra note 21, at 369.
40. +See id.
41. See id.; see also Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (codified
as amended at 17 U.S.C. §§ 101–810, 1001–1205).
42. Copyright Term Extension (Sonny Bono) Act, Pub. L. No. 105-298, § 102, 112 Stat.
2827 (1998) (codified as amended at 17 U.S.C. § 302). The Sonny Bono Act extended the
copyright protection term for the duration of the author’s life, plus an additional seventy years,
for works created after 1977. Id. The Act also extended the duration of protection to ninetyfive years for works created before 1977. Id.
43. +Copyright Act of 1976, 90 Stat. 2541.
44. +Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 102(a).
45. Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991) (“To be sure, the
requisite level of creativity is extremely low; even a slight amount will suffice.”).
46. See id. at 362–63 (holding that unless arranged in an original way, facts and ideas are
not protectable).
47. +§ 201(a).
48. +Id. § 201(d).
49. +Id. § 201(b).
50. Where quoted sources use the term “preexisting,” the author of this Note instead
prefers the term “underlying.” The terms may be used interchangeably throughout because both
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version . . . or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed,
or adapted.”51 For example, a sequel such as Friday the 13th Part 2, which
builds upon the lore of the preceding film, is a derivative work because it
is based on something else52—the preexisting Friday the 13th that came
before the sequel.53
The right to make derivative works belongs to whoever holds
copyright to the original work, be that the author or their grantee.54
However, the copyright protections in a derivative work extend only to
the material contributed by the author of the derivative work, as
distinguished from the underlying work itself.55
Underlying works are the creative works derived from the author’s
original work.56 In this case, the “Jason Voorhees” name is an underlying
work because it is found in Miller’s original screenplay,57 whereas the
hockey mask disguise that first appears in Friday the 13th Part III is an
independent contribution made by grantee Horror, the derivative author.58
The derivative author does not gain an exclusive right in any of the
preexisting, underlying work.59 The copyright in derivative works is
“independent of, and does not affect or enlarge the scope, duration,
ownership, or subsistence of, any copyright protection in the preexisting
material.”60 So, while Horror may claim the right to the hockey mask
disguise from the third film as its contribution, that claim is independent
of the “Jason Voorhees” name developed by Miller, to which Horror has
no claim after termination.61
As stated above, authors can transfer their rights in an original work
to a grantee, but that grant of right is not permanent; instead, it is subject
to termination.62 For any work created after January 1, 1978, Copyright
Act § 203 provides that authors may terminate their grant of rights to
grantees at any time during a five-year period beginning at the end of

terms refer to the same thing: the works that are included in the author’s original work.
51. § 101.
52. See FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2 (Georgetown Productions 1981).
53. See FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
54. See § 103(a); see also Scott, supra note 34, at 358.
55. § 103(b).
56. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 897–98.
57. See FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
58. See FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
59. § 103(b).
60. Id.
61. See id.; see also Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 223 (1990) (explaining that a
derivative author has no claim to underlying works recaptured by a terminating author).
62. See Scott, supra note 34, at 358; see also Peter S. Menell & David Nimmer,
Pooh–Poohing Copyright Law’s “Inalienable” Termination Rights, 57 J. COPYRIGHT SOC’Y
U.S.A. 799, 813–14 (2010).
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thirty-five years after the initial transfer.63 This right to termination “may
be effected notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.”64
Termination rights are the spiritual successor to the 1909 Act’s
renewal terms.65 As with renewal terms, termination rights were carved
out by Congress to remedy the unequal bargaining power at the time of
transfer between authors and grantees.66 In the film industry, producergrantees are often better positioned to exploit the author-grantor’s work
for economic gain; they are typically backed by financiers and studios
with the resources necessary to make a film.67 The author, meanwhile,
may be a self-employed writer without those resources.68 The author
knows that if they want to bring their work to the big screen, they will
have to be willing to accept whatever deal they can get.69
Congress recognized that grantees might take advantage of the
author, buying their work for a paltry sum.70 Therefore, termination rights
afford authors a second chance to enjoy the benefits of their work.71 This
might mean they can use their leverage to strike a new deal with the
grantees, or the author can pursue other avenues to exploit their work,
which may have become profitable in the interim.72
As to termination’s impact on derivative works, the Copyright Act
states that the creation of a “derivative work prepared under authority of
the grant before its termination may continue to be utilized under the terms
of the grant after its termination.”73 But these rights are limited to the
material contributed by the grantee for the derivative work—they do not
extend to the creation of new derivative works post-termination.74 For
example, Horror may claim the design of the spacefaring serial killer from
63. § 203.
64. Id.
65. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 908 (“[T]he 1976 Act dispenses with the renewal
system of the 1909 Act.”); see also Hanswirth, supra note 32, at 59–60.
66. See Hanswirth, supra note 32, at 59; see also Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder, 469 U.S.
153, 172–73 (1985).
67. While there were no allegations of malicious abuse of power in the MillerCunningham relationship, Horror, Inc. v. Miller does illustrate how an author, like Miller, can
pen a script and ultimately grant it to producers for a small sum. Producers, like Cunningham,
who have the equipment, staff, and money backed by investors like Georgetown Productions,
will be in the better position to bring the screenplay to life. See Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F.
Supp. 3d 273, 289 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232 (2d Cir. 2021).
68. See id. at 285–86.
69. See id.
70. See Hanswirth, supra note 32, at 59; see also Lohmann, supra note 23, at 899.
71. See Scott, supra note 34, at 363–64.
72. “Termination rights . . . provide statutory procedures through which an author of a
copyrighted work . . . may, in certain circumstances, nullify previous transfers of copyrights and
renegotiate bargains that more accurately reflect the true value of the work.” Id. at 358.
73. Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 304.
74. Id. § 103.
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Jason X as its own and continue to exploit this design in the future (e.g.,
as a Halloween costume).75 But that claim does not extend to the serial
killer’s name, “Jason Voorhees,” which was successfully recaptured by
Miller’s termination, so Horror would be unable to refer to the character
as such in future works.76
C. The Second Circuit’s Stance on Termination Rights
In prior termination rights cases, the Second Circuit—where Horror,
Inc. v. Miller was ultimately appealed—has grappled with the validity of
the author’s termination.77 Common issues in these Second Circuit cases
involve whether an author was acting independently or instead as an
employee when they created the work, and whether termination rights are
inalienable.78 The Second Circuit discussed both issues in Marvel
Characters, Inc. v. Simon, a case whose facts bear some similarity to those
in Horror, Inc. v. Miller.79
In Marvel, artist Joe Simon claimed to have created superhero
Captain America independently as a freelance project for Timely Comics,
predecessors in interest to Marvel Characters, Inc. (Marvel).80 Simon
assigned his rights to Timely in the 1940s, and later sought to exercise his
right to renewal as his initial term came to an end.81 Marvel argued Simon
was an employee when he created Captain America, and because the
character was created in the course of his employment, Captain America
belonged to Timely, not Simon.82 Ultimately, the parties settled, with
Simon signing an acknowledgment in 1969 that he was an employee when
he created Captain America.83
To Marvel’s surprise, Simon brought suit again in the 1990s, seeking
to recapture the superhero he created decades earlier.84 The Second
Circuit found for Simon despite his 1969 acknowledgement claiming to
be an employee without renewal rights.85 The court declared the right to
terminate inalienable, consistent with Copyright Act § 304’s promise that
authors may terminate “notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.”86
75. See id.. See generally JASON X, supra note 6.
76. +See § 103. See generally FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
77. See, e.g., Marvel Characters, Inc. v. Simon, 310 F.3d 280 (2d Cir. 2002); Penguin
Group (USA), Inc. v. Steinbeck, 537 F.3d 193 (2d Cir. 2008); Baldwin v. EMI Feist Catalog,
Inc., 805 F.3d 18 (2d Cir. 2015).
78. +See, e.g., Marvel Characters, Inc., 310 F.3d. at 291.
79. +See discussion infra Section I.E.
80. +Marvel Characters, Inc., 310 F.3d at 282.
81. +Id. at 283.
82. +See id.
83. +Id. at 283–84.
84. +See id. at 284–85.
85. +Id. at 292.
86. +Id. at 291–92; see also Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 304.
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The court relied on the Marvel holding in Penguin Group (USA) Inc.
v. Steinbeck, where it reaffirmed termination rights as inalienable
notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary.87 In Baldwin v. EMI Feist,
the court said the same, also touching on an issue not relevant to Horror,
Inc. v. Miller but common in other cases: the termination rights of heirs.88
In Baldwin, the court found that an heir’s termination rights were just as
inalienable and valid as those of their predecessor in interest.89
Even when the author signs an acknowledgement claiming to have
been an employee,90 divests all future interest in the works,91 or their heirs
seek to exercise termination rights after the author’s death,92 the court still
finds in favor of the terminating party.93 Clearly, the Second Circuit has
adopted the Supreme Court’s understanding of the Copyright Act:
Congress expressly intended termination rights “to relieve authors of the
consequences of ill-advised and unremunerative grants that had been
made before the author had a fair opportunity to appreciate the true value
of his work product.”94
Together, these cases demonstrate the Second Circuit’s view that
termination rights should afford an author a second chance to enjoy the
benefits of their work.95
D. The Second Circuit’s Stance on Character Copyrightability
There is consensus that the characters of copyrighted works rightfully
belong to the authors of the works.96 The scope of that right—and the
87. Penguin Group (USA), Inc. v. Steinbeck, 537 F.3d 193, 203–04 (2d Cir. 2008)
(holding that termination rights were inalienable when John Steinbeck’s successors in interest
recaptured the right to his novels, including the Grapes of Wrath and Of Mice and Men, despite
a previous agreement to the contrary). However, termination rights have not been ruled
inalienable in every jurisdiction. The Ninth Circuit has previously upheld similar “agreements
to the contrary,” limiting the inalienability of termination rights. See Milne ex rel. Coyne v.
Stephen Slesinger, Inc., 430 F.3d 1036, 1048 (9th Cir. 2005) (holding that heirs were unable to
recapture Winnie the Pooh from Disney because of a previous agreement signing away the
right).
88. See Baldwin v. EMI Feist Catalog, Inc., 805 F.3d 18, 34 (2d Cir. 2015) (holding that
the heirs of songwriter J. Fred Coots were able to recapture the rights to his hit song, “Santa
Claus Is Comin’ To Town” despite a previous agreement which signed away those rights).
89. See id. at 32.
90. Marvel Characters, Inc., 310 F.3d at 283–84.
91. Steinbeck, 537 F.3d at 202.
92. Baldwin, 805 F.3d at 32.
93. Marvel Characters, Inc., 310 F.3d at 292; Steinbeck, 537 F.3d at 203–04; Baldwin,
805 F.3d at 34.
94. See Marvel Characters, Inc., 310 F.3d at 290 (quoting Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder,
469 U.S. 153, 172–73 (1985)).
95. See id. at 292; Steinbeck, 537 F.3d at 203–04; Baldwin, 805 F.3d at 34.
96. See, e.g., Leslie A. Kurtz, Comment, The Independent Legal Lives of Fictional
Characters, 1986 WIS. L. REV. 429, 468–69 (1986); David B. Feldman, Comment, Finding a
Home for Fictional Characters: A Proposal for Change in Copyright Protection, 78 CAL. L.
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doctrine that justifies it—is surprisingly less certain. Some scholars
suggest that trademark and unfair competition are the proper doctrines for
protecting the “legal lives” of fictional characters.97 Other scholars
suggest that the scope of a character’s copyright protection is limited to
visual appearance and does not include their name.98 However, the
Second Circuit has affirmed the Southern District of New York’s holding
that a character’s name, the settings in which they appear, and the events
or “incidents” that make up a character’s story are inseparable from the
character itself, and are protected by the author’s copyright to the work in
which they appear.99
In Filmvideo Releasing Corp. v. Hastings, the Second Circuit
affirmed the lower court’s ruling that the film version of Hopalong
Cassidy infringed on the copyright of the Hopalong Cassidy books.100 The
lower court made this finding of “substantial similarity” despite the
characters’ personalities and visual appearances being completely
different.101 Film Cassidy was an attractive, sentimental cowboy who rode
a white horse, never drank, and never cussed.102 Book Cassidy, on the
other hand, was a foul-mouthed, tobacco-spitting, grizzled, middle-aged
gunman.103 But the two cowboys occupied the same settings, found
themselves in similar incidents and shared the same name.104 The last of
these facts was considered particularly relevant by the district court,
whose ruling was upheld by the Second Circuit:105 “use of a character’s
name is considered one factor in determining whether the development of
a character was copied.”106
The court’s emphasis on character development demonstrates the
REV. 687, 698–700 (1990) (discussing Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. v. Manns Theatres, No. 76–
3612–RMT, 1976 WL 20994 (C.D. Cal. 1976) and whether the character Tarzan was
independently copyrightable).
97. See Kurtz, supra note 96, at 480, 522 (“Fictional characters do not fit comfortably
within any of the legal doctrines that have been used to accommodate them.”).
98. See Feldman, supra note 96, at 690.
99. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp. v. Hastings, 668 F.2d 91, 92 (2d Cir. 1981), aff’g 509
F. Supp. 60 (S.D.N.Y.) (explaining that, although the district court’s findings “will not be
detailed herein,” the Second Circuit affirmed the lower court’s findings); see also Filmvideo
Releasing Corp., 509 F. Supp. at 63–66.
100. Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 668 F.2d at 93.
101. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 509 F. Supp. at 64–65; see also Jasmina Zecevic,
Article, Distinctly Delineated Fictional Characters That Constitute the Story Being Told: Who
Are They and Do They Deserve Independent Copyright Protection?, 8 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH.
L. 365, 393 (2006) (detailing testimony at trial, which described the similarities and differences
between the two versions of Hopalong Cassidy).
102. Zecevic, supra note 101, at 393.
103. Id.
104. See id. at 392–93.
105. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 509 F. Supp. at 63 (holding that there was no
difficulty in finding infringement regarding use of character names).
106. Zecevic, supra note 101, at 392 (citing Kurtz, supra note 96, at 460).
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importance of all the elements that go into making a copyrightable
character.107 When an author secures copyright in a work, it not only
includes the characters within, but it must include the settings, names, and
incidents that develop the characters who drive the story forward.108 As
one scholar noted:
We may remove Tarzan from the jungle and bring him to the city for
a new adventure, but he is not Tarzan if he was not previously raised
by apes in the jungle. Indeed, a character is more than a physical
description and a name; it is a creature with a past, that reacts and has
reacted in certain ways to the events surrounding it.109

These pasts—the backgrounds of an author’s characters—must also be
copyrightable and are inseparable from the characters themselves.110
E. Horror, Inc. v. Miller
In 1979, Miller was asked by his producer-friend Sean Cunningham
to pen the screenplay for a horror film.111 It was not the first time the two
men had worked together, but on past films they had never received the
financial success they were hoping for.112 Inspired by the success of John
Carpenter’s low-budget film Halloween, Miller and Cunningham decided
to create a film about a serial killer stalking a group of sex-crazed
teenagers.113
Miller crafted the story of a boy named Jason Voorhees, whose

107. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 509 F. Supp. at 63–65 (discussing how Hopalong
Cassidy developed as a character, including his name, his country-style ranch, and other
elements that make the character who he is as a fictional person).
108. But see Warner Bros. Pictures v. Columbia Broad. Sys., 216 F.2d 945 (9th Cir.
1954). Though this decision has been critically panned, it is worth noting that the case holds
contrary to the Second Circuit’s Filmvideo Releasing Corp. See id. at 950. The case questioned
whether the author of the character Sam Spade retained his rights in exploiting the character
after selling The Maltese Falcon story to Warner Bros. Id. at 946. The court ruled that “[t]he
characters were vehicles for the story told, and the vehicles did not go with the sale of the story.”
Id. at 950. In short, the author was within his right to continue writing stories about the character
Sam Spade after granting Warner Bros. rights to the The Maltese Falcon. See id. This meant
the settings, names, and incidents that developed Sam Spade, were separable from the copyright
in the Maltese Falcon. See id. As scholars have noted, this standard “would have the result of
excluding virtually any character from copyright protection,” Kurtz, supra note 96, at 454–55,
and this Note rejects that standard.
109. Kurtz, supra note 96, at 431.
110. Id.
111. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 285–86 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th
232 (2d Cir. 2021).
112. See id. Miller and Cunningham had most recently worked on the 1978 film,
Manny’s Orphans, hence why Cunningham’s production company was called The Manny
Company. Id.
113. Id. at 285–87.
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drowning cursed the grounds of Camp Crystal Lake.114 These were among
the essential elements of the Friday the 13th franchise born out of Miller’s
imagination.
During informal meetings at local coffee shops,
Cunningham contributed cliché elements such as stabbing victims to
death.115 Miller had no set hours or deadlines from Cunningham.116 Miller
worked mostly at his home, at his own pace, with his own typewriter.117
Cunningham occasionally requested specific changes to the screenplay,
but he had no right to assign Miller any additional work.118
Upon completion of the screenplay for Friday the 13th, Miller
relinquished his rights to Cunningham’s production company, The Manny
Company (“Manny”).119 Miller was paid $9,282 for his work,120 and was
credited as the sole author of the screenplay in the film’s credits.121
Cunningham conveyed his interest in Friday the 13th to Georgetown
Productions, the film’s main financier.122 After several additional
conveyances, the rights to use Miller’s screenplay ultimately vested in
Horror.123
In 2016, Miller triggered the Copyright Act’s termination rights,
claiming to be the sole author of the Friday the 13th screenplay.124 Upon
serving notice to Horror, the production company brought action against
Miller in the U.S. District Court for the District of Connecticut,125 making
a two-fold argument. First, Horror claimed Miller was an employee acting
within the scope of Manny’s employment when he wrote the
screenplay.126 Therefore, the production company is the author of the
screenplay, and Miller has no termination rights.127 Second, in the
alternative, even if Miller was the author of the screenplay, Horror can
claim rights to the elements contributed by Cunningham.128 Miller
114. FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
115. See Horror, Inc. 335 F. Supp. 3d at 288.
116. Id. at 288.
117. Id.
118. Id.
119. Id. at 289.
120. Id.
121. See id.; see also FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1; Friday the 13th, IMDB,
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0080761/ [https://perma.cc/UYS6-WDPG].
122. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 289–90.
123. Id. at 291.
124. See id.
125. Id. at 292.
126. Id.
127. Id.; see also Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 203 (making termination rights
unavailable in works made for hire, because employers, not employees, are considered the
authors).
128. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 292; Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103
(establishing that derivative authors may be able to retain control of its independent
contributions, so long as those contributions are copyrightable).
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counterclaimed, seeking validation of his termination rights as sole author
of the screenplay.129
Ultimately, the court ruled in favor of Miller, finding that he was not
an employee of the production company when he wrote the screenplay,
but instead an independent contractor.130 Again, Miller worked on his
own schedule, mostly at his own home, he was not subject to the demands
of Cunningham,131 and he never received traditional employee benefits
The distinction between
such as health insurance coverage.132
independent contractor and employee turns on control,133 and here,
Cunningham exercised no control over Miller.134
Speaking to Cunningham’s second argument, the court noted that in
the original Friday the 13th screenplay, Cunningham contributed only
unprotectable ideas—clichés of the horror genre—that were not worthy of
copyright protection.135 The court therefore held that Miller had
successfully terminated his grant of rights to Horror.136 As the sole author
of the original Friday the 13th screenplay, Miller was awarded exclusive
control to all copyrightable content in the screenplay.137
Fans hoped the court would settle the dispute,138 and Jason Voorhees
would rise from the murky depths of a legal quagmire to don his hockey
mask once again. However, the court opened the door for future litigation
by suggesting that Horror may have a copyright claim to the hockeymasked version of “adult Jason.”139 And since the Second Circuit
affirmed the decision of the lower court—without comment on what
becomes of “adult Jason”—his fate remains uncertain.140

129. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 292.
130. Id. at 311.
131. Id.
132. Id.
133. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF AGENCY § 1.01 (2006).
134. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 301–02.
135. The court explains that ideas—as opposed to specific, creative expressions of those
ideas—are not copyrightable. Id. at 303–04. Clichés (i.e., scenes a faire), such as stabbing
victims to death, cannot be monopolized through copyright. Id. These are among the basic
ideas Cunningham contributed, and they are not copyrightable. Id.
136. Id. at 321.
137. See id.
138. See Brad Miska, Statement Regarding ‘Friday the 13th’ Court Ruling from
Franchise Producer Horror, Inc. [Exclusive], BLOODY DISGUSTING (Oct. 1, 2018),
https://bloody-disgusting.com/movie/3524534/statement-regarding-friday-the-13th-courtruling-franchise-producer-horror-inc/ [https://perma.cc/G2YN-F7FR].
139. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. at 320.
140. After a series of unfortunate events, including delays due to COVID-19, and the
death of Circuit Judge Ralph K. Winter who passed before a decision could be rendered, the
Second Circuit simply affirmed the district court. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 15 F.4th 232 (2d Cir.
2021).
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II. A BLOODY MESS: THE PROBLEM WITH THE DISTRICT COURT’S
RULING IN HORROR, INC. V. MILLER
While the district court found for Miller, securing him the rights to
the original Friday the 13th screenplay,141 the ruling invited further
litigation. This Part will explain the problem with the court’s opinion in
Horror, Inc. v. Miller, and the tension it creates between a grantee and the
terminating author.
In Miller’s original Friday the 13th screenplay, the main antagonist
is not Jason Voorhees, but his mother, Pamela Voorhees.142 As written in
the screenplay and seen in the 1980 film, Pamela seeks revenge for her
son’s drowning years earlier by stalking and murdering a new group of
counselors at Camp Crystal Lake.143 It is not revealed until the sequel,
Friday the 13th Part 2, that Jason Voorhees never died but instead lurks
around the campgrounds.144 And not until Friday the 13th Part III does
Jason Voorhees don the now-iconic hockey mask.145 Miller did not write
any of these sequels.146
Understanding that Miller has no association with the hockey-masked
iteration of Jason Voorhees, the court suggested Horror may have a
legitimate copyright claim to him.147 At the end of the opinion, the court
wrote:
I also decline to analyze the extent to which Miller can claim copyright
in the monstrous “Jason” figure present in sequels to the original film.
Horror may very well be able to argue that the Jason character present
in later films is distinct from the Jason character briefly present in the
first film, and Horror or other participants may be able to stake a claim
to have added sufficient independently copyrightable material to Jason
in the sequels to hold independent copyright in the adult Jason

141. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 321.
142. FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1. This common misconception has itself become a
horror cliché, proving that Jason Voorhees’ iconic look transcends Miller’s original story. See
SCREAM (Dimension Films 1996).
143. FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
144. See FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2, supra note 52.
145. See FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
146. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320; see also FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2, supra
note 52; FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10; FRIDAY THE 13TH: THE FINAL CHAPTER
(Paramount Pictures 1984); FRIDAY THE 13TH: A NEW BEGINNING (Georgetown Productions
1985); FRIDAY THE 13TH: PART VI: JASON LIVES (Terror, Inc. 1986); FRIDAY THE 13TH: PART
VII: THE NEW BLOOD (Friday Four Films Inc. 1988); FRIDAY THE 13TH PART VIII: JASON
TAKES MANHATTAN, supra note 5; JASON GOES TO HELL: THE FINAL FRIDAY (New Line
Cinema & Crystal Lake Entertainment 1993); JASON X, supra note 6; FREDDY V. JASON (New
Line Cinema & Crystal Lake Entertainment 2003); FRIDAY THE 13TH (Crystal Lake
Entertainment, et al., 2009) (showing that unlike in the 1980 original, Jason Voorhees dons a
hockey mask in this 2009 remake of Friday the 13th).
147. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320.
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character. That question is not properly before the court in this case,
however. Miller’s termination notices apply only to the copyright in
the screenplay for the first film, and did not purport to terminate a
separate copyright in the adult Jason character present in later films.148

The court suggests Horror may have a claim to the “adult Jason”
character of the sequels, confirming that Miller’s recapture currently only
includes elements of his Friday the 13th screenplay.149 The problem then
boils down to this: how can Miller enjoy the economic benefits of his work
post-termination if Horror can simultaneously exploit a character named
Jason Voorhees? The truth is, he could not.
A finding such as the one suggested by the court would allow Horror
to make films, merchandise, and other media based on a character named
Jason Voorhees, despite Miller’s recapture of the screenplay where that
This would effectively nullify Miller’s
name first appeared.150
termination. Faced with the prospect of an expensive, protracted legal
battle over the name, Miller may instead submit to the exorbitant demands
of the grantee, leaving him in no better position to make a deal over Jason
Voorhees than when he initially transferred thirty-five years earlier.151
Such a result cuts against the spirit of the Copyright Act and makes it
difficult for authors to exercise their termination rights.152 It is for this
reason that Horror, Inc. v. Miller demonstrates the need to clearly
delineate the rights of an author and their grantee post-termination.
III. A BOY AND HIS MASK: THE ARGUMENTS FOR MILLER’S AND
HORROR’S RESPECTIVE COPYRIGHT PROTECTIONS
In Horror, Inc. v. Miller, the Second Circuit had an opportunity to
resolve the tension between authors and their grantees by clearly
delineating the rights of each party.153 Despite the court’s failure to do so,
this Note will argue that the terminating author, Miller, is entitled to all
148. Id.
149. See id.
150. See id. “Because Miller was the sole author of the screenplay to the original Friday
the 13th film, his reacquired copyright will extend to all copyrightable content in the
screenplay.” Id. This necessarily must include the name “Jason Voorhees.” See id.
151. See Hanswirth, supra note 32, at 60 (postulating that while the spirit of the Copyright
Act is to remedy the unequal bargaining power between authors and grantees, grantees will
always try to convince authors that they remain in the best position to maximize the value of the
work, and/or they will threaten authors with a costly legal battle).
152. See Ray Charles Foundation v. Robinson, 795 F.3d 1109, 1122–23 (9th Cir. 2015)
(reasoning that an improved bargaining position and “more advantageous grants” generally
provide authors a greater share of the royalties, which other courts have recognized as “the most
valuable part of the termination”).
153. See generally Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 15 F.4th 232 (2d Cir. 2021). The court limited
itself to a de novo review concerning the validity of Miller’s termination, which ultimately
affirmed the district court. Id. at 240, 259.
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copyrightable material in the work which has been recaptured, and the
grantee, Horror, is entitled to the independent contributions in derivative
works.
In this Part, this Note argues that the parties in Horror, Inc. v. Miller
are each entitled to some level of copyright protection. Section A will
argue that Miller, as author of the original Friday the 13th screenplay, is
entitled to future uses of all creative elements therein—including the
Camp Crystal Lake setting, the name Friday the 13th, and the character
known as Jason Voorhees.154 These elements are the underlying works
that appear within the derivative works later developed by Horror,155 but
which revert back to Miller after termination.156 This finding would be
consistent with the Copyright Act,157 the Second Circuit,158 and Supreme
Court precedent.159
Section B will argue that grantee Horror is entitled to copyright
protection for the iconic images of the serial killer at the center of the
Friday the 13th sequels, developed by its team, not Miller.160 Be that the
image of a hockey-masked zombie,161 a hellish demon,162 or a spacefaring
humanoid,163 all iterations of this serial killer deserve a level of copyright
protection.164 Horror will be free to exploit these images in future films,
merchandise, and other media with the caveat they not refer to him as
Jason Voorhees—an underlying work recaptured by Miller.165 This
finding is consistent with the Copyright Act,166 and case law from the
154. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d. at 320; FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
155. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2, supra note 52 (showing that Jason and Pamela
Voorhees, as well as Camp Crystal Lake, remain central to this sequel and others, despite no
involvement from Miller).
156. See generally Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103.
157. See generally Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (codified as
amended at 17 U.S.C. §§ 101–810, 1001–1205).
158. See Marvel Characters, Inc. v. Simon, 310 F.3d 280, 292 (2d Cir. 2002) (finding that
creative works will revert back to the author upon termination, despite any agreements to the
contrary).
159. See Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 225 (1990) (finding that derivative authors have
no claim to the underlying works which revert to the terminating author).
160. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d. at 320; FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note
10.
161. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
162. See JASON GOES TO HELL: THE FINAL FRIDAY, supra note 146.
163. See JASON X, supra note 6.
164. See DC Comics v. Towle, 802 F.3d 1012, 1020 (9th Cir. 2015) (holding that if a
character is easily identifiable whenever it appears, despite undergoing several variations across
different forms of media, it is entitled to a level of copyright protection).
165. See Bill Gable, Taking It Back, 31 JUN. L.A. LAW. 34, 38 (2008) (explaining that
after termination, a grantee may not create new works based on the terminating party’s
underlying work).
166. Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 203 (allowing authors to terminate their
transfers and reclaim copyright to their creative works).
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Second and Ninth Circuits.167
Finally, Section C will address the limits of each party’s copyright
protection; that each are left with only a “thin layer” of protection for the
specific iterations of their antagonists.168 The idea of a killer in a hockey
mask is not itself copyrightable.169 Nor, for that matter, is the idea of a
mute, slow-moving, supernatural serial killer who hunts sex-crazed
teenagers.170 It is only their specific expressions of these ideas that may
be copyrighted.171 This finding is supported by case law from the
Supreme Court.172 Finally, Section D will address the counterarguments
each party may make in their attempt to drive a stake through the heart173
of their opponent’s claim.
A. Miller Recaptures the Underlying Works
As the sole author of the original Friday the 13th, the rights to which
were recaptured after termination, Miller is entitled to future uses of all
creative elements in his screenplay.174 This includes Camp Crystal Lake,
the name Friday the 13th, and the character known as Jason Voorhees.175
The district court was very clear: Miller is the sole author of the
167. See Silverman v. CBS, Inc., 870 F.2d 40, 49 (2nd Cir. 1989) (reiterating that
copyright protects only original works, and as such, copyrights in derivative works protect only
the elements created by the derivative authors); Towle, 802 F.3d. at 1021 (explaining that a
character will be copyrightable if: (1) the character possesses physical and conceptual qualities;
(2) the character is sufficiently delineated; and (3) these elements are especially
distinctive/unique).
168. A term of art in the realm of intellectual property, a “thin layer” of copyright
protection refers to the limited protection an author receives for their original expression of
otherwise unprotectable elements. See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340,
348–50 (1991). As examined in Feist Publ’ns, Inc., while the numbers in a telephone directory
are generally unprotectable facts, if the author’s original expression (i.e., arrangement) had been
creative, he may have received copyright protection. Id. at 349. “[C]opyright in a factual
compilation is thin,” but still, protection is available. Id.
169. See id. at 362 (holding that facts, ideas, and other similar building blocks of
creativity may not be copyrighted). A hockey mask cannot be copyrighted. See id.
170. See Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 312 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th
232 (2d Cir. 2021) (holding that such ideas, contributed by Cunningham to the original Friday
the 13th screenplay, were not copyrightable).
171. See Kerr v. New Yorker Mag., Inc., 63 F. Supp. 2d 320, 325 (S.D.N.Y. 1999)
(holding that the idea of the New York City Skyline as a mohawk could not be copyrighted, but
the author could get protection for their specific expression of that idea).
172. See Feist Publ’ns, Inc., 499 U.S. at 362 (explaining that while facts and ideas are
not copyrightable, an original expression of those facts and ideas may be copyrightable); see
also Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 563 (1985) (explaining
that while President Gerald Ford could not copyright the historical events and figures in his
autobiography, his “subjective descriptions and portraits” of those events and figures were
copyrightable).
173. See, e.g., DRACULA (Universal Pictures 1931).
174. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320.
175. FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
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original Friday the 13th.176 The court rejected Horror’s argument that
Miller was an employee when he wrote the script.177 And, the argument
that Cunningham could claim to be a joint-author was also rejected.178 Not
only were Cunningham’s contributions unprotectable ideas, but the parties
never intended to be joint authors.179 Courts are reluctant to force joint
authorship after the fact.180
Therefore, after termination, Miller recaptured all creative content in
the Friday the 13th screenplay.181 This is in line with the spirit of the
Copyright Act to remedy the unequal bargaining power at the time of
initial transfer, giving the author a second chance to enjoy the benefits of
their work.182 Congress attempted to remedy the problems faced by
authors selling their work for a paltry sum, only to realize later that their
work is a financial success.183
The character referred to as Jason Voorhees is an underlying work.184
Again, underlying works are the elements of derivative adaptations which
stem from the author’s original work.185 Other examples include the
musical compositions that karaoke versions are based on,186 and comic
strip characters included in three-dimensional sculptures.187 After
termination, “the right to create remakes, sequels, merchandising, and
other derivative uses of the underlying work will require a new grant from
the termination class.”188 It is then up to Miller, the author, to determine
the fate of his work, giving him the leverage that Congress intended.189
Miller can now either negotiate a new deal with Horror to use Jason
Voorhees, or he can shop around for other producers who may be
interested in making new Friday the 13th films.190
176. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320.
177. Id. at 311.
178. See id. at 312–13. Joint authorship of a work occurs when two or more authors
intend that their contributions be merged into inseparable parts of a whole. Copyright Act of
1976, 17 U.S.C. § 101.
179. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 312–13. Joint-authorship requires an intent to
be bound as joint authors. Id. Here, Cunningham gave credit to Miller as sole author of the
screenplay, evidenced in all Friday the 13th documentation. Id.
180. See id. at 312 (explaining that joint authorship (i.e., co-authorship) requires mutual
intent, and where that intent is lacking, courts will not create it on behalf of the parties).
181. Id. at 320.
182. See Hanswirth, supra note 32.
183. See Mills Music v. Snyder, 469 U.S. 153, 172–73 (1985); see also Lohmann, supra
note 23; Hanswirth, supra note 32.
184. See Gable, supra note 165. See generally FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
185. See Gable, supra note 165.
186. Palladium Music, Inc. v. EatSleepMusic, Inc., 398 F.3d 1193, 1200 (10th Cir. 2005).
187. United Feature Syndicate, Inc. v. Koons, 817 F. Supp. 370, 384–85 (S.D.N.Y. 1993).
188. Gable, supra note 165.
189. See Scott, supra note 34, at 362–63.
190. See id.
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Cases concerning an author’s claim to underlying works are not new,
and even the Supreme Court has affirmed the strength of an author’s claim
in these situations.191 Consider the case of Stewart v. Abend.192 Alfred
Hitchcock’s 1954 film Rear Window is based on a short story by Cornell
Woolrich called “It Had to Be Murder.”193 After the renewal terms to the
short story had lapsed, the Supreme Court found in favor of Woolrich’s
successors in interest; that defendants Hitchcock, Jimmy Stewart,194 and
MCA195 interfered with the successors in interests’ future uses of the short
story by contracting with ABC, HBO, and others to show Rear Window
on television.196
In Stewart, the Supreme Court was clear that, under the Copyright
Act of 1976, the outcome of this case might be different.197 Under the
1976 Act, defendants might continue to release Rear Window because the
derivative works exception allows grantees to continue to exploit works
created while under grant of authority, even post-termination.198 This was
Congress’s concession to film studios and producers who had lobbied
against termination rights.199
However, the limitations under both Acts remain the same: grantees
cannot develop new derivative works based on the underlying work; they
may only get protection for what they created while under grant of
authority:200 “The aspects of a derivative work added by the derivative
author are that author’s property, but the element drawn from the preexisting work remains on grant from the owner of the pre-existing
work.”201 For example, in Stewart, that would mean defendants could not
develop a new made-for-TV version of the short story, only the
terminating parties could.202 In Horror, Inc. v. Miller, that would mean
191. See, e.g., Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207 (1990).
192. Id. It should be noted that this case falls under the 1909 Act. Id. However, the
rationale of the ruling is applicable even under the current Copyright Act, as both recognize the
limited protection offered to derivative authors. Id. at 225.
193. Id. at 212.
194. Jimmy Stewart was the leading man in Hitchcock’s Rear Window. See id.
195. MCA was the film distributor of Rear Window. See id.
196. See id. at 235–238.
197. See id. at 225.
198. See id. The court acknowledged that the grantee will not be free from risk of
litigation, just that grantees may argue, under the Copyright Act, they can continue to exploit
derivative works created while under grant of authority, even post-termination. See id.
199. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 912.
200. See Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103; Copyright Act of 1909, Pub. L. No.
60-349, § 7, 35 Stat. 1075; see also Stewart, 495 U.S. at 223 (quoting Russell v. Price, 612 F.2d
1123, 1128 (9th Cir. 1979), to launch a discussion explaining that § 103 of the 1976 Act and § 7
of the 1909 Act both establish: “a derivative copyright protects only the new material contained
in the derivative work, not the matter derived from the underlying work”).
201. Stewart, 495 U.S. at 223.
202. See id.
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Horror could not develop new properties surrounding a character named
Jason Voorhees, only Miller could.203
It is “well-established doctrine that a derivative copyright protects
only the new material contained in the derivative work, not the matter
derived from the underlying work.”204 Therefore, the character referred
to as Jason Voorhees belongs to Miller as an underlying work.205
Renowned Professor of Intellectual Property, David Nimmer,206 supports
the idea that grantees cannot exploit underlying works of the author posttermination.207 In his “subordination theory,” Professor Nimmer goes so
far as to say that whenever the interests of a derivative work are in conflict
with the interests of an underlying work, the interests in the underlying
work prevail.208 “In other words, a derivative work is less than the sum of
its parts . . . and a derivative work owner’s interests are subordinate to
those of the underlying work owner’s interests.”209 The rationale supports
this Note’s argument: while Horror has an interest in its creative
contributions, Miller retains control of the “Jason Voorhees” name as an
underlying work.210
The previously discussed Hopalong Cassidy and Tarzan examples
demonstrate that a character’s development (i.e., background, history) is
inseparable from the character himself.211 Therefore, the settings, names
and incidents that developed Miller’s Jason Voorhees belong to him as
part of the copyright in his recaptured Friday the 13th screenplay.212 This
includes the character’s alleged drowning at Camp Crystal Lake, his
reputation as a momma’s boy, and his name.213 Remember, you can take
203. See § 103; see also Stewart, 495 U.S. at 223; Gable, supra note 165; Scott, supra
note 34, at 362–63.
204. Lohmann, supra note 23, at 904–05; see also § 103.
205. See generally FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
206. Holding degrees from Stanford and Yale, Professor David Nimmer is currently an
adjunct professor of law at UCLA Law. He is a member of the American Law Institute and has
been named one of “The 25 Most Influential People in IP.” His works have been cited by the
Supreme Court on numerous occasions.
David Nimmer, UCLA LAW (2020),
https://law.ucla.edu/faculty/faculty-profiles/david-nimmer [https://perma.cc/X9LC-3SF6].
207. Lohmann, supra note 23, at 904.
208. Id. at 904–05.
209. Id. at 904.
210. See id.
211. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp. v. Hastings, 509 F. Supp. 60, 63–66 (S.D.N.Y. 1981)
(explaining that despite differences in personality and physical description between the book
and film versions of Hopalong Cassidy, the film version infringed on the book version because
both characters used the same name, occupied the same setting, and shared similar incidents and
experiences); Kurtz, supra note 96, at 431; see also discussion supra Section I.D.
212. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp., 509 F. Supp. at 63–65; Kurtz, supra note 96, at 431
(explaining the importance of character development). “[A] character is more than a physical
description and a name; it is a creature with a past, that reacts and has reacted in certain ways
to the events surrounding it.” Id.; see also discussion supra Section I.E.
213. See generally FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
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Tarzan out of the jungle, but his ape upbringing is inseparable from him.214
Similarly, you can take Jason Voorhees away from Crystal Lake, but his
alleged childhood drowning there is inseparable from him.215 So when
Miller recaptured his Friday the 13th screenplay, all copyrightable
elements therein went along with it.216
Miller has spoken passionately about his disdain for the sequels that
morphed out of his original Friday the 13th screenplay.217 He felt
wronged by the 2009 Friday the 13th remake, which he said did not do
justice to his original story.218 Miller brought suit because he believes his
creative works have been neglected.219 He wants a seat at the table to
remedy that, just as Congress intended with the inclusion of termination
rights in the Copyright Act.220
As the sole author of the original Friday the 13th screenplay, Miller
is entitled to future uses of all creative elements therein—including the
character referred to as Jason Voorhees.221 However, Horror may retain
rights to its creative contributions, independent of Miller’s underlying
work.222
B. Horror Retains their Creative Contributions, Independent of the
Underlying Works
The iconic images of the serial killer at the center of the Friday the
13th sequels were developed by Horror and its employees in the course of
their employment.223 These creative, protectable expressions are

214. Kurtz, supra note 96, at 431; see also discussion supra Section I.D.
215. See generally FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
216. See Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. v. Manns Theatres, No. 76–3612–RMT, 1976 WL
20994, at *4 (C.D. Cal. 1976) (“Famous character names in copyrighted works may not be used
by others during the life of the copyright without the authorization of the copyright proprietor.”);
Kurtz, supra note 96, at 461 (“Because E.T. was a ‘copyrightable’ character, plaintiffs were
likely to prevail on the claim that their copyright had been infringed by the defendant’s
unauthorized use of the E.T. character and name.”).
217. IAnthonyD, Friday the 13th The Game | VICTOR MILLER INTERVIEW!,
YOUTUBE (Feb. 20, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=prm7nz8gsTA&feature=
emb_logo [https://perma.cc/HCH5-2WAR].
218. Id.
219. Id.
220. Id.; see also John Squires, “I Want What You Want”: In New Interview, Victor
Miller Addresses the ‘Friday the 13th’ Legal Issues, BLOODY DISGUSTING (Feb. 25, 2019),
https://bloody-disgusting.com/movie/3548345/want-want-new-interview-victor-milleraddresses-friday-13th-legal-issues/ [https://perma.cc/W2QW-GTRZ].
221. See Filmvideo Releasing Corp. v. Hastings, 509 F. Supp. 60, 63–65 (S.D.N.Y.
1981); Kurtz, supra note 96, at 431; Lohmann, supra note 23, at 904.
222. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 320 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232
(2d Cir. 2021); see also Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103.
223. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320; see also FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra
note 10.
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independent of Miller’s underlying work, and may be exploited in future
derivative works.224 However, as explained in Section A, Horror may not
refer to these characters as Jason Voorhees.225
As novels, comic books, and plays were adapted into films more
frequently, Congress carved out considerations for grantee-producers and
film studios who risked losing everything in the face of termination from
an author.226 Congress likely understood that a derivative author’s
contributions may be “as great as or greater than the original author,”227
so they deserve protection for those contributions.
The Copyright Act states, “the copyright in a . . . derivative work
extends only to the material contributed by the author of such work, as
distinguished from the preexisting material employed in the work.”228
Therefore, the independent creations of a derivative author may continue
to be exploited by them, even after termination, while the underlying work
returns to the terminating author.229 While the presence of Jason Voorhees
looms large throughout Miller’s screenplay for Friday the 13th, he is
never seen aside from a split second in the film’s final moments.230
Instead, it was Horror and its predecessors who fleshed out the visual
designs of the hockey-masked serial killer now ubiquitous in Halloween
stores every October.231
An abundance of case law supports the theory that a derivative author
can retain the right to their creative works, independent of the author’s
underlying works.232 The Second Circuit found in favor of such derivative
authors in Silverman v. CBS233 and the Supreme Court in Stewart
acknowledged that creative aspects contributed by a derivative author
belong to that author.234 In Stewart, the Supreme Court held that
“copyright is limited to those aspects of the work—termed ‘expression’—

224. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 320; see also Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 208
(1990) (“[T]he owner of a derivative work receives copyright protection only for the material
contributed by him.”).
225. See supra notes 200–03 and accompanying text.
226. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 912.
227. Id. at 906.
228. Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103.
229. Lohmann, supra note 23, at 906; see also Gable, supra note 165.
230. FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1. Jason Voorhees’ visual depiction is largely
attributed to makeup artist Tom Savini, not Miller, and is unlike the hockey-masked serial killer
later developed by Horror and its predecessors. Kelly, supra note 2, at 70–71.
231. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 320 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232
(2d Cir. 2021); see also, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
232. See, e.g., Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 208 (1990); Silverman v. CBS, Inc., 870
F.2d 40, 50–51 (2nd Cir. 1989).
233. Silverman, 870 F.2d at 49–51 (explaining that copyright protects only original works
of authorship, so derivative authors are only afforded protection for their original additions).
234. Stewart, 495 U.S. at 223.
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that display the stamp of the author’s originality.”235 If the hockey mask
is the stamp of Horror’s originality, then it may retain that look as its
independent contribution.236
Horror’s iconic images of the hockey-masked serial killer, in every
iteration, are creative and worthy of copyright protection.237 This is
supported by the Ninth Circuit’s three-prong Towle test.238 At issue in DC
Comics v. Towle was whether or not the Batmobile was a copyrightable
character.239 In its finding for DC Comics, the court explained that a
character may be copyrightable, if: (1) the character possesses physical
and conceptual qualities, (2) the character is sufficiently delineated, and
(3) these elements are especially distinctive/unique.240
First, like the Batmobile which has appeared in various media as a
three-dimensional car,241 the hockey-masked serial killer developed by
Horror has appeared in various media as a three-dimensional humanoid,
both living and undead.242 This first prong of the test is meant to draw a
distinction between characters with physical attributes and literary
characters whose specific visual appearance is left to the reader’s
imagination.243
Second, just as the Batmobile was sufficiently delineated as a black,
gothic, gadget-equipped, bat-themed car,244 Horror’s serial killer is
sufficiently delineated as a hulking, murderous creature who wears a
hockey mask.245 This prong grants protection for characters whose
attributes are so consistent, they are easily identifiable whenever they
appear, even despite several iterations.246
Finally, while the hockey-masked serial killer comes close to being a
235. Id. at 223 (citing Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539,
547 (1985)).
236. See id. (citing Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 547); see also, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH
PART III, supra note 10.
237. See FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
238. See DC Comics v. Towle, 802 F.3d 1012, 1021 (9th Cir. 2015).
239. Id. at 1017.
240. Id.; see also Kelly, supra note 2, at 51–52.
241. Towle, 802 F.3d at 1021.
242. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10. Beyond the films, the Friday
the 13th franchise has spawned merchandise and video games featuring the hockey-masked
serial killer. Eriq Gardner, ‘Friday the 13th’ Screenwriter Wins Rights Battle Against Producer,
HOLLYWOOD REP. (Sept. 28, 2018, 4:03 PM), https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/amp/thresq/friday-13th-screenwriter-wins-rights-battle-producer-1147991
[https://perma.cc/HT6VUUG8].
243. See Towle, 802 F.3d at 1019.
244. Id. at 1021–22.
245. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10. In one form or another, the
serial killer is associated with a hockey mask from 1982’s Friday the 13th Part III through the
2009 remake of the original film. Id.
246. See Towle, 802 F.3d at 1022.
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“stock character,”247 the specific combination of elements that make up
Horror’s character is distinctive/unique.248 One has to look no further than
the 2001 film, Jason X, to understand that Horror put some minimal
amount of creative effort into its character.249
Horror seems to understand that it has no claim to the name “Jason
Voorhees.”250 After the ruling in Horror, Inc. v. Miller, Horror released a
statement:
[T]he court was very clear . . . Mr. Miller’s termination notice did not
purport to terminate the separate copyright in the iconic supernatural
killer who wears a hockey mask . . . we intend to aggressively explore
many opportunities for new projects featuring settings and characters
(including the hockey mask-wearing killer) not included in Mr.
Miller’s screenplay.251

The argument in this Note is therefore consistent with each party’s
expectations: that as author, Miller is entitled to control the fate of his
character, Jason Voorhees,252 and that as derivative authors, Horror can
pursue creative opportunities for the “supernatural killer who wears a
hockey mask.”253
The iconic images of the serial killer at the center of the Friday the
13th sequels were developed by Horror’s team and its predecessors in
interest.254 They are free to exploit these images in future films,
merchandise, and other media, independent of Miller’s Jason Voorhees
and the other elements of his screenplay.255 That said, each party’s
copyright protections are limited.

247. Id. The court cites a “magician in standard magician garb” as an example of a stock
character unworthy of copyright protection. Id.
248. The Supreme Court has explained that the level of creativity required for copyright
protection is “extremely low.” Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345
(1991). Even an original expression or arrangement of otherwise unprotectable elements may
receive copyright protection. Id. at 349.
249. See generally JASON X, supra note 6. The hockey-masked serial killer transforms
into a half-human, half-android monster who wreaks havoc on a spaceship in outer space. Id.
250. See Miska, supra note 138.
251. Id. (emphasis added).
252. Miller merely wants a seat at the table to provide input on the direction of Friday
the 13th. See Squires, supra note 220; IAnthonyD, supra note 217.
253. See Miska, supra note 138.
254. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 320 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232
(2d Cir. 2021); see also FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10.
255. See Stewart v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 223 (1990) (citing Harper & Row Publishers,
Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 547 (1985)); Silverman v. CBS, Inc., 870 F.2d 40, 50–51
(2nd Cir. 1989); see also DC Comics v. Towle, 802 F.3d 1012, 1021 (9th Cir. 2015).
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C. Thin Layers at Best: The Limits of Miller’s and Horror’s Copyright
Protections
This Note has argued that Miller and Horror are each entitled to
copyright protection for their respective creative works.256 However, each
party’s copyright protection is limited. With respect to the antagonists in
their stories, this Note argues that Miller and Horror are only entitled to
thin layers of copyright, protecting against virtually identical copies of
their specific depictions.257
The idea of a mute, slow-moving, supernatural killer who hunts sexcrazed teenagers is not a copyrightable idea.258 These elements have
become cliché in the horror genre, central to film franchises like
Halloween259 and A Nightmare on Elm Street.260 Both Miller and
Cunningham acknowledge the original Friday the 13th was a cheap
knock-off of Halloween.261
The idea of a hockey mask disguise cannot be copyrighted either.262
This is akin to the ruling from the Southern District of New York in Kerr
v. New Yorker Magazine.263 The Kerr court found the plaintiff’s use of
the New York City skyline as a mohawk to be unworthy of copyright
protection.264 As creative as it may seem, the use of the skyline as a

256. See discussion supra Sections III.A, III.B.
257. See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 349 (1991); see also,
Williams v. Gaye, 895 F.3d 1106, 1120 (9th Cir. 2018) (“[I]f there’s only a narrow range of
expression . . . then copyright protection is ‘thin’ and a work must be ‘virtually identical’ to
infringe.”).
258. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 312. The court considered similar horror cliches—
such as stabbings for deaths—as unprotectable ideas. Id.
259. The franchise’s main antagonist Michael Myers is a mute, slow-moving,
supernatural killer who hunts sex-crazed teenagers. HALLOWEEN (Compass International
Pictures 1978).
260. Freddy Kruger, the franchise antagonist, is a supernatural killer who hunts sexcrazed teenagers. A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET (The Elm Street Venture 1984).
261. See Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 287.
262. See Feist Publ’ns, 499 U.S. at 348–50. “The most fundamental axiom of copyright
law is that ‘[n]o author may copyright his ideas or the facts he narrates.’” Id. at 344–45
(alteration in original) (quoting Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539,
556 (1985)). Copyright merely protects an author’s original expression of an idea or fact, while
others may still use that same idea or fact in their own creative way. Id. at 349–50. This is
known as the idea-expression dichotomy, and it applies to all creative works which employ
basic ideas and facts. Id. at 350. After all, the constitutional requirement for copyright is
originality (i.e., creativity). Id. at 346. Here, while Horror cannot claim a hockey mask as its
original creation, the use of a hockey mask as one part of their supernatural serial killer’s unique
ensemble is copyrightable as creative expression. See id. at 348–50.
263. See Kerr v. New Yorker Mag., Inc., 63 F. Supp. 2d 320, 324–26 (S.D.N.Y. 1999)
(explaining that the use of a skyline for a character’s mohawk is merely an “idea” that can be
used by others, while the author’s specific expression of that idea is copyrightable).
264. Id. at 325.
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mohawk is still an idea that cannot be monopolized through copyright.265
Similarly, the use of a hockey mask for a disguise is an idea that cannot
be monopolized.
The Kerr court explained their decision by citing the idea-expression
dichotomy: while the idea of a skyline mohawk is not copyrightable, each
specific expression of that idea is copyrightable.266 This at least protects
the author against virtually identical copies.267 Similarly, this Note argues
that while neither Miller nor Horror can copyright the idea of a hockeymasked serial killer, their thin layers of copyright protect against virtually
identical copies.268
The Supreme Court has long recognized that copyright protection is
available for creative expressions which use uncopyrightable elements
(i.e., basic ideas or facts), but that copyright is limited (i.e., “thin”), only
protecting against virtually identical copies.269 Before granting such
protection, the court considers each constituent element of a work and
assesses whether the combination is unique enough to make the work
copyrightable.270
Dissecting the elements of Horror’s hockey-masked serial killer, we
have: a mute, slow-moving, supernatural killer who wreaks havoc on sexcrazed teenagers.271 Consistent physical attributes include the hockey
mask, a hulking figure (often in various stages of decay), and usually a
machete as weapon of choice.272 No element alone is copyrightable, but
it is the unique combination of these elements that have established the
basis of a horror icon.273 As such, Horror is entitled to a thin layer,
protecting against virtually identical copies of its character.274
Arguably, anyone can make a film about a hockey-masked serial
killer. However, they cannot use Miller’s “Friday the 13th” or “Jason
265. See id.
266. See id.
267. Similar to Kerr, the court in Williams held that a work may be copyrightable even if
the constituent elements of the work are individually uncopyrightable. Williams v. Gaye, 895
F.3d 1106, 1120 (9th Cir. 2018). Works which use uncopyrightable elements are considered to
have “thin” (i.e., limited, narrow) protection, where only works which are virtually identical
will be considered infringing. Id.
268. See Kerr, 63 F. Supp. 2d at 325; Williams, 895 F.3d at 1120.
269. See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 349 (1991). Even
before the court in Kerr, the Supreme Court recognized the principle of “thin” copyright
protection for works comprised of uncopyrightable elements. See id.
270. See id. at 348–39.
271. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2, supra note 52.
272. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART III, supra note 10; FRIDAY THE 13TH: PART VI:
JASON LIVES, supra note 146.
273. See Feist Publ’ns, 499 U.S. at 348–49.
274. See Williams v. Gaye, 895 F.3d 1106, 1120 (9th Cir. 2018). Like Kerr and Feist
Publ’ns before it, the court in Williams recognized the principle of “thin” copyright protection.
See id.
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Voorhees” monikers, nor can they use Horror’s recognizable depictions.
To do so would infringe on Miller and Horror’s thin layers of copyright.
Even after granting each party copyright protection, consistent with
their own expectations, one party may try to vanquish the other’s claims.
This Note will next try to briefly dispel those fantasies.
D. Counterarguments
By securing Miller’s rights to the creative works in his original
screenplay and allowing Horror to exploit its hockey-masked serial killer,
both parties should be satisfied.275 As this Note has argued, such a result
would clearly delineate the interests of each party.276 However, in the off
chance either party is dissatisfied with such a finding, their “winner-takeall claims” may be easily shot down, without need for a silver bullet.277
One line of thinking suggests the evolution of derivative works has
been an “errant evolution.”278 The thought is that the derivative works
exception swallows up the author’s rights because—by allowing grantees
to retain their derivative contributions—the author has nothing to bargain
for in new negotiations.279 Such critics suggest that, post-termination, an
author should control the elements developed by a grantee.280 This Note
does not agree that an author secures the right to all elements in a
derivative work.
Congress recognized the importance of a derivative author’s
contributions in carving out the derivative works exception.281 To allow
an author to gain control of the entire derivative work would be
inequitable:282 “[A] derivative work . . . might be far more important than
the underlying work (for example, an opera using the storyline of a longforgotten novel).”283 That is not to say the original Friday the 13th is
unimportant, but it would be inequitable to grant Miller control of
characters, settings, and plot elements that he did not create.284 Miller
himself has acknowledged he cannot take credit for the hockey-masked
275. See Squires, supra note 220; IAnthonyD, supra note 217; see also Miska, supra note
138.
276. See discussion supra Part III.
277. See generally THE WOLF MAN (Universal Pictures 1941).
278. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 902.
279. See id. at 914–18 (citing Supreme Court precedent which allowed derivative authors
to continue receiving royalties on underlying works that were recaptured by author’s heirs even
after terminating grant of copyright).
280. Id. at 904.
281. See id. at 912; see also Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 103.
282. See Lohmann, supra note 23, at 912–13.
283. Id.
284. Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 320 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232
(2d Cir. 2021) (noting that Miller had no association with the Friday the 13th franchise after
completion of his screenplay).
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serial killer.285 That image belongs to Horror, who with its predecessors,
brought the character to life.286
Conversely, some scholars and case law suggest derivative authors
may gain a stake in the underlying work if they have made contributions
that significantly transform it.287 Proponents of this theory suggest that
because the derivative author’s contributions add something original, they
must be recognized as a joint-author in the underlying work.288 This was
the Seventh Circuit’s ruling in Gaiman v. McFarlane.289 The Gaiman
court found that the derivative author’s medieval iteration of the original
author’s Spawn character was so significant, he must be recognized as a
joint-author of Spawn.290 However, this Note argues against imposing
joint-authorship where it was never intended.
The district court took the opportunity to address Horror’s claim of
joint authorship in Horror, Inc. v. Miller.291 The Copyright Act defines a
joint work as “a work prepared by two or more authors with the intention
that their contributions be merged into inseparable or interdependent parts
of a unitary whole.”292 The court followed Second Circuit precedent for
determining joint authorship: “that each of the putative co-authors (1)
made independently copyrightable contributions to the work; and (2) fully
intended to be co-authors.”293
In evaluating the facts, Horror was eliminated on the first point
because it made no independently copyrightable contributions.294
285. See IAnthonyD, supra note 217.
286. See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 348–49 (1991)
(reiterating that an author may receive copyright protection for their original expression of
otherwise unprotectable facts and ideas).
287. Cole Davis, Specific Issues Relating to Termination Provisions, 30 ADVANCED
INTELL. PROP. L. 3 IV (2017) (noting a derivative author may stake a claim in the underlying
work, but the “derivative work must in fact change the underlying work, and the changes must
impact the work.”).
288. Gaiman v. McFarlane, 360 F.3d 644, 658 (7th Cir. 2004).
289. See id. at 661–62.
290. The underlying work created by publisher Todd McFarlane follows Al Simmons—
a man returned to the land of the living through a deal with the devil—who is one of several
“hellspawn”—slaves in the army of the damned who are infused with hell-born energy to do the
devil’s bidding. Id. at 649. Its main character is often referred to as Spawn. Id. Neil Gaiman
created a medieval iteration of McFarlane’s “hellspawn,” which is often referred to as Medieval
Spawn. Id. at 650. Once the court recognized McFarlane and Gaiman as the joint-authors of
Medieval Spawn, it extended Gaiman’s copyright claim to the underlying elements created by
McFarlane—such as the hell-born energy and the character’s role as the devil’s slave. Id. at
661–62. In the view of the court, a medieval persona was enough originality to allow the
derivative author to claim a stake in these elements created by McFarlane. Id. at 658.
291. See Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 312–13 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15
F.4th 232 (2d Cir. 2021).
292. Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1978) (emphasis added).
293. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 312 (emphasis added).
294. Id.
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However, even if the court had considered the hockey-masked iterations
of Jason Voorhees, the court would still have to consider the second point:
did Miller and Horror’s predecessors in interest ever intend to become
joint authors of Jason Voorhees?295 No.296 Paperwork signed by
Cunningham, when Manny transferred to Georgetown Productions,
recognizes Miller as the sole author of the Friday the 13th screenplay.297
Further, Miller received the sole “written by” line on the original
screenplay, and in the film’s opening and closing credits.298 For the next
forty years, the Friday the 13th sequels would continue to be recognized
as films “based on characters created by” Miller.299 At no point did either
Horror or its predecessors claim to be joint authors with Miller on Friday
the 13th.300 To recognize that now would be inequitable.
Any “winner-take-all” counterarguments which may be presented by
either Miller or Horror are easily dismissible. As this Note has argued,
Miller and Horror are each entitled to only a thin layer of copyright
protection for their works in the Friday the 13th franchise.
IV. FOR THE FANS: MILLER AND HORROR SHOULD STRIKE A DEAL
This Note has argued that both Miller and Horror have valid, albeit
thin, layers of copyright protection to their work in the Friday the 13th
franchise.301 Miller recaptures the underlying work of his screenplay,
including the character known as Jason Voorhees.302 Meanwhile, Horror
gets to explore future uses of the hockey-masked serial killer they
independently contributed.303 This would clearly delineate the rights of
an author and their grantee in termination rights cases involving derivative
works.
That is the solution the law comes to, and it splits the interests of the
franchise, with Jason Voorhees on one side, and the hockey mask on the
other. Miller could explore Pamela and Jason Voorhees’s backstory at
Camp Crystal Lake or even develop a remake of the 1980 film.304
295. See id.
296. Id. at 312–13.
297. Id. at 313.
298. See id; see also FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1.
299. See, e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2, supra note 52 (“Based on characters created by
Victor Miller.”); FRIDAY THE 13TH: THE FINAL CHAPTER, supra note 146 (“Based on characters
created by Victor Miller, Ron Kurz, Martin Kitrosser & Carol Watson.”); FRIDAY THE 13TH
PART VIII: JASON TAKES MANHATTAN, supra note 5 (“Based on characters created by Victor
Miller.”); JASON X, supra note 6 (“Based on characters created by Victor Miller.”); FRIDAY
THE 13TH, supra note 146 (“Based on characters created by Victor Miller.”).
300. Horror, Inc., 335 F. Supp. 3d at 312–13.
301. See discussion supra Part III.
302. See discussion supra Section III.A.
303. See discussion supra Section III.B.
304. See IAnthonyD, supra note 217. Miller has expressed interest in exploring these
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Meanwhile, Horror could explore spin-off stories surrounding unique
characters from the sequels,305 including new films about the hockeymasked serial killer, albeit devoid of Voorhees and Crystal Lake
connections.306
While this works in theory, it may only exacerbate the conflict in
reality. Leading the franchise down two separate tracks could lead to a
future fraught with inadvertent copyright infringement and an endless
stream of lawsuits. If Miller’s Jason Voorhees were to so much as ever
look at a hockey mask, this would surely evoke an association with the
hockey-masked serial killer the law promised Horror, cutting into the
benefits of its work.307 Alternatively, if Horror’s hockey-masked serial
killer ever went to a campground, then Miller may claim copyright
infringement.308 Is the constant threat of litigation between two warring
creative teams what the fans want for the future of the franchise?
One solution would be to change the law, but the law as it stands
might be the best balance between the rights of authors and grantees. Any
change that strengthens the rights of authors would deprive grantees
whose creative contributions are just as, if not more important than, the
author’s.309 On the other hand, any change that strengthens the rights of
derivative authors would deprive the author the opportunity to remedy an
unremunerative transfer—the very point of termination rights to begin
with.310 So long as courts clearly delineate the rights of each party, a
rewrite of the Copyright Act is unnecessary.311
Unfortunately, the Second Circuit declined to delineate the interests
of both parties, just as the district court did.312 But as explained above,
even if the interests were clearly delineated, that might not be the ideal
remedy anyway. Miller and Horror could wind up embroiled in litigation
for years, causing further anguish for fans as they duke it out for control
over the names, characters, and settings that made Friday the 13th a global
phenomenon.313
opportunities. Id.
305. See Padraig Cotter, Friday the 13th: Creighton Duke Spinoff May Actually Happen,
SCREENRANT (June 23, 2018), https://screenrant.com/friday-the-13th-spinoff-movie-creightonduke/ [https://perma.cc/ZNX4-ALJB].
306. See discussion supra Section III.B.
307. See discussion supra Section III.B.
308. See discussion supra Section III.A.
309. Lohmann, supra note 23, at 912–13.
310. See Mills Music v. Snyder, 469 U.S. 153, 172–73 (1985).
311. The courts in Horror, Inc. v. Miller limited their review to the validity of Miller’s
termination but left the fate of Jason Voorhees uncertain by suggesting Horror may have a claim
to “adult Jason.” Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 320 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15
F.4th 232 (2d Cir. 2021).
312. See id.
313. The Friday the 13th film franchise is one of the ten highest-grossing horror
franchises of all time, amassing over $445.2 million. Laura Woods et al., 13 Highest-Grossing
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Therefore, this Note calls on Miller and Horror to strike a deal. Given
that the parties have held their ground through years of litigation, a deal
might seem unlikely. But perhaps Miller and Horror could each benefit
from a few reminders.
First, even if the interests were delineated, there would be no
guaranteed success in a Pamela and Jason Voorhees backstory, or a film
about a killer in a hockey mask conspicuously devoid of Crystal Lake
connections. The future of the franchise is better off as one—with all
properties under the Friday the 13th umbrella—rather than divided with
Jason Voorhees on one side, and the hockey mask on the other.
Second, what surely would be a success, is a new Friday the 13th film
about Jason Voorhees, the spacefaring, hell-dwelling, monstrous and
decaying, hockey-masked serial killer fans have come to know and
love.314 It is this version of the character that still generates interest from
producers315 and superfans,316 and it will take the interests of both parties
to resurrect him.
Third, the climate is ripe for a new Friday the 13th film. Fans of the
franchise—particularly a younger generation who devoured Friday the
13th: The Game—have been dying for new content.317 Plus, the horror
Horror Franchises of All Time, PHILA. INQUIRER (Oct. 30, 2015), https://www.inquirer.com/
philly/business/13_Highest-Grossing_Horror_Franchises_of_All_Time.html [https://perma.cc/
9TRC-YQHB].
314. See e.g., JASON X, supra note 6; JASON GOES TO HELL: THE FINAL FRIDAY, supra
note 146; FRIDAY THE 13TH: PART VI: JASON LIVES, supra note 146.
315. Film producer Jason Blum, whose resume includes the Oscar nominated horror film
Get Out, is on record as saying he would love to reboot the Friday the 13th franchise. Molly
Feser, Blumhouse STILL Really Wants to Reboot Friday the 13th, SCREENRANT (Oct. 31, 2020),
https://screenrant.com/friday-13th-reboot-blumhouse-interest/
[https://perma.cc/3WJBNXVB].
316. Basketball superstar LeBron James, for example, is a self-described Jason Voorhees
fan. James’ fame brought Jason Voorhees back into the pop-culture spotlight, as the basketball
star has dressed up as the character for Halloween, sported Jason Voorhees-themed sneakers,
and expressed interest in producing a new Friday the 13th. See Brendan Bowers, It’s Friday
the 13th So Here’s LeBron James Dressed as Jason Voorhees, USA TODAY SPORTS (Sept. 13,
2019, 3:20 PM), https://lebronwire.usatoday.com/2019/09/13/its-friday-the-13th-so-hereslebron-james-dressed-as-jason-voorhees/ [https://perma.cc/U2LR-GAQ6].
317. Riley Lorden of the Slash ‘N Cast YouTube channel is a Friday the 13th fan who
often covers updates to Friday the 13th: The Game. See Slash ‘N Cast, This Is It . . . | Oral
Arguments BREAKDOWN with Larry Zerner | Friday the 13th Lawsuit Update, YOUTUBE (Feb.
15, 2020), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8uK9roqTV0&t=719s [https://perma.cc/2SUT
-FPNU]. James A. Janisse of the Dead Meat YouTube channel explains that he launched his
channel with a series of videos detailing the Friday the 13th franchise, and thanks Friday the
13th: The Game for generating interest in his channel. See Dead Meat, Friday the 13th Part II
(1981) KILL COUNT: RECOUNT, YOUTUBE (Aug. 20, 2021), https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=o3QSAgwux5Q. See generally IAnthonyD, supra note 217 (explaining that
Miller and Gun Media—developers of Friday the 13th: The Game—received backlash from
fans and gamers when Gun Media announced they would halt future development of the video
game in light of the ongoing lawsuit).
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genre has seen a boom in recent years, reinvigorated by new blood such
as Jordan Peele318 and Jason Blum.319 In this new wave of horror, there is
a renewed appreciation for the classics, evidenced by the reboot of the
Halloween franchise.320 What better time than now for Miller and Horror
to make a deal and develop the thirteenth Friday the 13th?
By failing to keep these points in mind, Miller and Horror are leaving
a lot of money on the table. What the parties should do now, is do exactly
what is provided for by § 203 of the Copyright Act.321 Horror needs to
recognize that Miller rightfully recaptured the copyright to his Friday the
13th screenplay with the district court ruling.322 So, if Horror wants to use
Miller’s characters and settings, they need to make Miller an offer on the
rights to the screenplay. In other words, Horror should buy out Miller.323
Horror has ridden the success of Miller’s screenplay for decades, and
Miller has little to show for it.324 But by using the leverage secured by
termination, Miller can secure his overdue payday from Horror, or else
offer the rights to another interested production company.325 The hard part
is settling on an asking price for the rights to the screenplay, and this Note
will not speculate as to what figure is appropriate. But this is the reality
the parties find themselves in, and this is the conversation that needs to be
had—or else Jason Voorhees is dead.

318. Peele’s 2018 film Get Out was nominated for four Academy Awards, with Peele
taking home the Oscar for “Best Original Screenplay.” ‘Get Out’, L.A. TIMES (2018),
https://envelope.latimes.com/awards/titles/get-out/ [https://perma.cc/ZQS9-YGYU]. Peele has
continued to upend the horror/thriller genres with films like Us and a reboot of The Twilight
Zone. See Brian Hiatt, The All-American Nightmares of Jordan Peele, ROLLING STONE (Jan.
29, 2019), https://www.rollingstone.com/movies/movie-features/director-jordan-peele-newmovie-cover-story-782743/ [https://perma.cc/QG5A-EA2V].
319. Blum’s Blumhouse Productions has developed a reputation for making low-budget,
independent films that make big dollars at the box office. Hit franchises include The Purge,
Insidious and Paranormal Activity. See Jason Guerrasio, ‘Us’ and ‘BlacKkKlansman’ Producer
Jason Blum’s Plan to Take Over Hollywood Is Simple: Stay Independent, INSIDER (Apr. 16,
2019, 11:07 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/jason-blum-on-staying-independent-inhollywood-2019-4 [https://perma.cc/S47R-TDQT].
320. See id. (noting Blumhouse was also behind the reboot of the Halloween franchise.).
321. See discussion supra Section I.B (discussing that Copyright Act § 203 allows
authors the opportunity to remedy unremunerative transfers to film studios and producers by
terminating their grant of rights thirty-five years later).
322. See discussion supra Section I.E.
323. However, Miller has also expressed an interest in becoming creatively involved with
the franchise. See IAnthonyD, supra note 217. A true buyout would suggest Miller is no longer
involved creatively, and to prevent conflict between creative minds, this is probably the best
route for the franchise.
324. Miller was paid just over $9,000 when his work on the screenplay was completed.
Horror, Inc. v. Miller, 335 F. Supp. 3d 273, 289 (D. Conn. 2018), aff’d, 15 F.4th 232 (2d Cir.
2021). The franchise based on that screenplay has gone on to earn over $445 million dollars.
Woods et al., supra note 313.
325. See discussion supra Section I.B.
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CONCLUSION
The ruling in Horror, Inc. v. Miller highlights the tension between the
Copyright Act’s promise to give authors a second chance to enjoy the
benefits of their work326 and the protection afforded to grantees who later
develop derivative works.327 This Note has argued that both Miller, as
author, and Horror, as grantee, have legitimate copyright interests.
Under both the Copyright Act and Supreme Court precedent, Miller
is entitled to a thin layer of copyright protection for the underlying works
originating from his Friday the 13th screenplay, including the name
“Jason Voorhees.”328 Consistent with the Copyright Act and case law
from the Second and Ninth Circuits, Horror may retain the various images
associated with the hockey-masked serial killer they developed in the
Friday the 13th sequels.329
The courts which heard Horror, Inc. v. Miller declined to delineate
the interests which belonged to each party, but even if they had,
delineation might not have resolved the conflict.330 Because the future of
Jason Voorhees remains murky, this Note calls on Miller and Horror to
strike a deal to prevent future conflict, for the sake of the fans of the Friday
the 13th franchise.331 It would be a shame for a court of law to drive the
final nail in the coffin of the hockey-masked iteration of Hollywood’s
famed serial killer, Jason Voorhees.332

326. See Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 203.
327. See id. § 103; see also Lohmann, supra note 23, at 904.
328. See discussion supra Section III.A.
329. See discussion supra Section III.B.
330. See discussion supra Section I.E.
331. See discussion supra Part IV.
332. Jason Voorhees has survived drownings and machetes to the skull. He has been
resurrected on several occasions, even after being blown to bits. To this point, he has seemed
truly unstoppable. See e.g., FRIDAY THE 13TH, supra note 1; FRIDAY THE 13TH: THE FINAL
CHAPTER, supra note 146; JASON GOES TO HELL: THE FINAL FRIDAY, supra note 146.
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